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Characters
Who is Oliver 
Twist?

An orphan born in a workhouse and the 
novel’s protagonist, used by Dickens to 
criticise the treatment of the poor in 
1830s England.

Who is 
Agnes 
Fleming?

Oliver’s mother who dies in a workhouse 
to avoid staining her family’s reputation, 
after becoming pregnant by a married 
man.  

Who is Mr 
Bumble?

The beadle (church official) for the 
workhouse who Dickens criticises for his 
greed and hypocrisy (double 
standards).

Who are Mr 
and Mrs 
Sowerberry?

An undertaker and his wife, to whom 
Oliver is apprenticed. Mrs Sowerberry is 
judgemental and criticises her decent 
husband.   

Who is Noah 
Claypole?

Mr Sowerberry’s apprentice who bullies 
Oliver and torments him about his 
mother.

Who is Jack 
Dawkins?

One of Fagin’s streetwise pickpockets 
whose nickname, the Artful Dodger, 
alludes to his job. 

Who is 
Fagin?

A manipulative and exploitative career 
criminal who takes in vulnerable 
orphans and trains them to pickpocket 
for him.

Who is 
Nancy?

One of Fagin’s former child pickpockets 
and Bill Sikes’ lover, who, despite her 
criminal lifestyle, is among the most 
moral characters in the novel. 

Who is Bill 
Sikes?

A brutal professional burglar brought up 
in Fagin’s gang and Nancy’s lover 
whose dog, Bull’s-eye, is equally vicious.

Who is Mr 
Brownlow?

A wealthy, benevolent gentleman who 
initially takes Oliver in and behaves with 
compassion (sympathy) throughout the 
novel.

Who is 
Monks?

Fagin’s mysterious accomplice 
interested in Oliver, who it is discovered 
is Oliver’s half-brother.   

Who is Mrs 
Maylie?

A wealthy, benevolent lady who takes 
Oliver in and is the adoptive ‘aunt’ of 
Rose.

Who is Rose 
Maylie?

The adoptive ‘niece’ of Mrs Maylie who 
it is discovered is Agnes Fleming’s sister –
and therefore Oliver’s aunt. She 
establishes a loving relationship with 
Oliver even before it is revealed that 
they are related.

Plot
What happens 
when Oliver is 
born?

He is born in a workhouse and 
orphaned after his birth.

What happens 
to Oliver when 
he arrives in 
London?

He meets the streetwise Jack Dawkins, 
who takes him to the home of Fagin, a 
career criminal who trains orphaned 
boys to pickpocket. 

What happens 
during and 
after Oliver’s 
first 
pickpocketin
g mission?

Oliver runs away when he realises that 
his accomplices are committing a 
crime. Despite being caught and 
wrongfully accused of the crime 
initially, the sympathetic Mr Brownlow, 
the man whose handkerchief was 
stolen, takes Oliver in.

When 
happens after 
Oliver is 
captured by 
Bill Sikes and 
Nancy?

Oliver assists Sikes in a burglary and is 
shot but taken in by the owners, Mrs 
Maylie and her adopted ‘niece’, Rose.

How does 
Nancy betray 
Fagin’s gang?

Nancy meets secretly with Rose and 
informs her about Fagin’s plan to 
recapture Oliver but a member of 

Fagin’s gang overhears the 
conversation.

What happens 
as a result of 
Nancy’s 
actions?

Bill Sikes brutally murders Nancy and 
flees London, accidentally hanging 
himself when attempting to do so. 

What does Mr 
Brownlow 
force Monks 
to do?

He forces Monks to reveal the truth 
about Oliver’s parentage and it is 
revealed that Monks is Oliver’s half-
brother. He also forces Monks to sign 
over Oliver’s share of inheritance that 

he tried to deprive him of. 

What else is 
revealed 

about Oliver’s 
family?

Rose is Agnes’ younger sister – therefore 
Oliver’s aunt. 

What does Mr 
Brownlow do 
as a final 
gesture of 
kindness?

He adopts Oliver. 

What happens 
to Fagin?

He is hanged for his crimes.

Oliver Twist knowledge organiser Context
When was Oliver Twist 
published?

Between 1837-1839, during the Victorian era (1837-1901) and 
the industrial Revolution.

What was London like during 
the Victorian era?

London had a growing population which led to 
overcrowding and squalid, unhygienic living conditions which 
led to disease and death; it was a polluted and congested 
city.

What personal circumstances
might have played a role in 
Dickens’ decision to write the 
novel?

Dickens experienced hardship due to his father’s debt and 
was forced to work in a factory as a child. He was 
compassionate towards the poor and had empathy for them 
– although his concern for their welfare was not an attitude 
reflected by all of society. 

According to the Poor Law of 
1834, what support was 
available to the poor?

The most poor and desperate in society went to a workhouse 
for shelter and food, in return for extremely arduous work. 
(Workhouses were seen as a last resort and this is the way the 
government wanted them to be viewed – the conditions 
acted as a deterrent, preventing the poor from going to 
them.)

Why were there few ‘options’ 
available for the poor?

Unlike today, there was no welfare state or benefit system. 

Vocabulary

Mr Brownlow is a benevolent (kind) character who behaves with compassion.

Bill Sikes’ brutal (cruel) nature is emphasised when he physically abuses Bull’s-eye.

Fagin is corrupt (dishonest for personal gain) because he is a career criminal who trains 
innocent boys to become pickpockets. 

Fagin exploits (takes advantage of) the fact that the orphans are vulnerable and need food 
and shelter. 

Noah Claypole is particularly malicious (cruel) when he taunts Oliver about his mother.

Fagin is perhaps most manipulative (sneaky) when pretending pickpocketing is a game.

Despite her immoral (sinful) lifestyle, Nancy is one of the most moral (decent) characters. 

While the Artful Dodger is streetwise, Oliver is innocent and naïve (trusting). 

Oliver is neglected (mistreated) by a number of adults throughout his childhood. 

Starving and exhausted, Oliver is at his most vulnerable (at risk of harm) when travelling to 

London

The novel narrates the plight of its protagonist (main character), Oliver Twist. 

Hostile and abusive towards Oliver, Bill Sikes functions as an antagonist (character in conflict 
with the main character).
The scene in which Oliver is accused of pickpocketing is one of tension (nervousness).

The resolution (conclusion) of the novel comes when Mr Brownlow adopts Oliver. 



QUESTION ANSWER QUESTION ANSWER

Q1. What is commutativity? The order of the numbers can be changed an 
answer will be the same a x b = b x a

Q14. What does  a ≤ b This inequality means a is less than or equal to b 

Q2. What is
Associativity?

The method of grouping the numbers can be 
changed and the answer will be the same
(a × b) × c = a × (b × c)

Q15. What does sum mean? Add or total, altogether

Q3. What is distributivity? multiplying a number by a group of numbers added 
together is the same as doing each multiplication 
separately a × (b + c) = a × b + a × c

Q16. What does difference mean? Subtract, take away, minus

Q4. Which operations are 
commutative, associative and 
distributive?

Addition and multiplication are commutative, 
associative and distributive

Q17. What does product mean? Multiply, lots of

Q5. What is a factor? A factor is a number that divides into another 
number exactly, without leaving a remainder

Q18. What does share mean? Divide

Q6. What is a prime number? A prime number is a number that has only two 
factors, one and itself

Q19. What is the reciprocal of an 
integer?

Q7. What are the multiples of a 
number?

The multiples of a number are the times tables of 
the number

Q20. What is an expression? Any mathematical  statement with letters, numbers and 
operations  (it does not have an = sign)

Q8. What is the square of a 
number?

The square of a number is a number multiplied by 
itself

Q21. What is an equation? Any mathematical statement with letters, numbers and 
operations that does have an = sign

Q9. Which operations are of equal 
priority?

Multiplication and Division
and Addition and Subtraction

Q22. What is an inequality? Any mathematical statement with letters, numbers and 
operations that has <, >, ≤, ≥

Q10. What is the order of 
operations?

Brackets  Indices    Multiplication   Division
Addition  Subtraction

Q23. What does simplify mean in 
algebra?

It means collect like terms (terms that are the same) 
together

Q11. What is an integer? Positive or Negative (and zero) whole numbers not 
fractions or decimals

Q24. What does Expand mean in 
Algebra?

To multiply out the brackets - you have to multiply both 
terms by the number outside the brackets

Q12. What is the absolute value? The absolute value of a number is its distance
(positive) from 0

Q25. What does Factorise mean in 
Algebra?

Putting an expression into brackets - the inverse of 
expanding. It means “taking out” the biggest factor of all 
terms

Q13. What does    a > b mean? This inequality means a is bigger than b Q26. What is perimeter? Perimeter is the total length of all sides of a shape
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Year 7 – Science Biology – Autumn 2 – B1.2 Reproduction

# Question Answer # Question Answer

1 What is adolescence? Time when changing from child to adult 16 What connects the fetus to the placenta? Umbilical cord

2 What is puberty? Physical changes that occur during adolescence 17 About how long does one menstrual cycle last? 28 days

3 What substances cause puberty? Hormones 18 What happens on day one of the menstrual cycle? Menstruation begins

4 What happens to both girls and boys during puberty?
Growth of underarm and pubic hair, growth spurt, sex organs 

mature
19 What happens in the middle of the menstrual cycle? Ovulation

5 What happens only to girls during puberty?
Development of breasts, hips widen, ovaries release eggs, 

menstrual cycles begin
20 Name two methods of contraception Pill, condoms

6 What happens only to boys during puberty?
Voice breaks, testes and penis get bigger, shoulders widen, growth 

of hair on chest and face
21 In plants, what names are given to male and female sex cells? Male: pollen.  Female: ovule

7 What is fertilisation? Joining of the nucleus of an egg cell with the nucleus of a sperm cell 22
In plants, what is the male reproductive organ called, what part of 

it produces pollen, and what part holds this structure up?
Stamen, anther, filament

8 Where do eggs develop in a woman’s body? Ovaries 23

In plants, what is the female reproductive organ called, which 

part of it catches the male sex cells, which part provides physical 

support, and where are the female sex cells produced?

Carpel, stigma, style, ovary

9 Where do sperm develop in a man’s body? Testes 24 After fertilisation, what develops into a fruit? Ovary

10 What name is given to the release of sperm by the man? Ejaculation 25 After fertilisation, what develops into a seed? Ovule

11 Which structure in a woman’s body receives the sperm? Vagina 26 What is germination? Growth of a seed (e.g. sprouting)

12 A fertilised egg divides several times to form a what? Embryo 27 Name the four ways seeds can be dispersed Animal, wind, water, explosive

13 Where does fertilisation happen in female animals? Oviduct 28 What does germination require? Warmth, oxygen, water

14
Where does the fertilised egg grow and develop in female 

animals?
Uterus 29 Why are the roots of a plant not green? No light under soil so no photosynthesis possible

15 What is the placenta? Organ through which substances pass between mother and baby 30



Year 7 – Science Physics – Autumn 2 – P1.1 Forces

# Question Answer # Question Answer

1 What are the two things a force can do? Push or pull 14 What does Hooke’s Law state?
If you double the force you double the 

extension

2 What unit is force measured in? newtons (N) 15 What is a ‘field’?
A region (place) when an object feels the 

effect of a field

3
What equipment is used to measure 

force?
Newtonmeter 16 What is mass? The amount of material (stuff) present

4
What can a force do to an object’s 

shape?
Deform it 17 What unit is mass measured in? Kilograms (kg)

5
What are the three effects a force can 

have on an object’s motion?
Speed up, slow down, change direction 18 What is weight?

The force due to gravity (e.g. of the Earth) 

on an object

6 What is a contact force? Only occurs when objects are touching 19 What unit is weight measured in? newtons (N)

7 What is a non-contact force? Can occur when objects are not touching 20 Weight = mass x g.  What is g? Gravitational field strength

8 Name three contact forces Friction, air resistance, water resistance 21 What are the units of g? N/kg

9 Name three non-contact forces Gravitational, electrostatic, magnetic 22

When the forces on an object are equal in 

size and acting in opposite directions, we 

say the forces are what?

Balanced

10 How can friction be reduced? Lubrication 23

When the forces on an object are equal in 

size and acting in opposite directions, we 

say the object is in what?

Equilibrium

11
How can air resistance and water 

resistance be reduced?
Streamlining 24

If the forces on an object are not equal in 

size or if they are not acting in opposite 

directions, what 5 things may happen to its 

motion?

Start moving, speed up, slow down, stop 

moving, change direction

12
What force do solid surfaces provide 

when they are compressed (squashed)?
Support force 25

What do we call two objects when they 

interact via forces?
Interaction pair

13
What happens to springs and ropes when 

a force is applied to them?
They extend 26

Wind resistance and water resistance are 

examples of what kind of force?
Drag force



Year 7 Migration through time 1000AD- present day

# Question Answer # Question Answer

Key dates 14
Which Irish migrant helped to set up a school for the poorest 

children and established a charity In East London? Thomas Barnardo

1

In what year did Pope Alexander III tell 

Christians that usury [ lending money for 

interest] was a sin? 1179

15 What was the name of the dressmaker who migrated to 

England from Morocco? Mary Fillis

2
Between what years did the Crusades take 

place? 1095-1291
Key words

3
What year did Reasonable Blackman migrate 

to England from the Netherlands? 1618
16

What instrument is used to measure positions of stars in the 

sky? Astrolabe

4 In what year were the Huguenots expelled 

from France under Louis XIV? 1685

17

What name is given to someone who is employed in the 

construction of a road, railway, or canal?

Navvies

5 In what year was the Bank of England first 

set up? 1694

18

What name is given to an organisation who fights for 

workers’ rights?

Trade union

6

In what year was Dadabhai Naoroji elected 

as the MP for Central Finsbury in 1892, 

which made him the first British-Asian MP? 1892

19 What term is give to racism that has been part of an 

organisation for a long time? Institutionalised racism

7 In what year did Jayaben Desai start her 

two-year strike at the Grunwick factory? 1976
20 What punishment did the Pope issue for Christians who lent 

money for interest [usury]? Excommunication

8
What year saw the racist murder of Stephen 

Lawrence? 1993
21

Which name is given to the period of Caribbean migrants 

who arrived in England after World War II? Windrush

Key people 22
What name is given to structures and facilities [roads, 

buildings, power supplies] which help a society to run? Infrastructure

10

Who was the first became the first woman 

to ever study law at a British university in 

188? Cornelia Sorabji

23 What is the surgical procedure of drilling a hole into the 

human skull? Trepanation

11
Which Dr proved that high blood pressure 

led to kidney damage and other illnesses? Dr Akbar Mahomed
24

What did Arabs use as antiseptic in the Middle Ages?

Vinegar and Rose Water

12 Who was one of the first Caribbean migrants 

to volunteer in the Royal Air Force [ RAF ]? Billy Strachen
25 What name is given to the period of 1750-1900 when roads, 

building and railways were built in Britain? Industrial Revolution

13

What is the name given to the French 

migrants who gave financial backing to the 

Bank of England? Huguenots

26 What name is given to the report which found the police 
institutionally racist? McPherson Report



Geography: Year 7 Terrifying Tectonics

# Definition Answer

1 What is the term used for the make-up of something? Eg.
Rock or magma.

Composition

2 What is the term used for how dense (heavy) something is? Density 

3 What is the name of the ‘supercontinent’ existing 250 
million years ago, which slowly broke apart into seven 
continents?

Pangea

4 What is the name of the edge of a tectonic plate? Plate boundary

5 What is the term used to say the way something is spread 
out or arranged over a geographic area?

Distribution

6 What is the name for the Boundary of the Pacific plate, so-
named because many tectonic hazards occur here?

Pacific Ring of Fire

7 What is the term for Volcanic areas formed by exceptionally 
hot areas within the mantle?

Hot spot

8 What is the name of the scale used for measuring an 
earthquake’s magnitude?

Richter scale

9 What are the waves of energy that move outwards from the 
focus through the crust called?

Seismic waves

10 What is the geographical word for effect or consequence? Impact

11 What is the term used for when one section of crust pushes 
beneath another?

Subduction

12 What is the term for extremely dangerous, fast-moving 
flows of hot volcanic rock, gas and ash?

Pyroclastic flows

13
What is the term for removing people from an unsafe area?

Evacuation

14
What is the term for something that is done to reduce risk?

Management

15 What is the name for a wave caused by tectonic movement 
under the sea floor?

Tsunami

# Question Answer

16 What are the layers of the Earth’s crust? Core, Mantle, Crust

17 What are the two types of crust? Oceanic crust and Continental 
crust

18 In convection currents, what does the magma do in order to 
rise?

Heats up

19 In convection currents, what does the magma do when it 
sinks?

It cools

20 What are two tectonic hazards? Volcanoes and earthquakes

21 How do conservative plates move? Slides against each other

22 How do constructive plates move? Moves apart 

23 How do destructive plates move? Moves together

24 Where is the Earthquake the strongest on the Earth’s surface? Epicenter 

25 Which Southern region in China is prone to earthquakes? Sichuan

26 What are the three types of impacts? Social, Economic, and 
environmental

27 What is the name of the very active composite volcano in 
Guatemala?

Volcán de Fuego 

28 What type of volcano is steep and explosive with layers of ash 
and lava?

Composite volcano

29
What does PPMR stand for?

Predict, Prepare, Monitor, 
Respond

30 Which city in Japan suffered from a nuclear power plant 
disaster?

Fukushima



Key Questions 

1 What is puja? The Sanskrit word for worship.

2 What is a 
mantra?

An extract from a sacred text that is chanted repeatedly during worship. 

3 What is a murti? An image of a god or goddess.

4 What is darshan? ‘Seeing’ God; a form of worship and devotion in which the murti of a deity is revealed to 
worshippers.

5 What is a 
mandir?

A Hindu term for a temple.

6 What is tirtha? A ‘crossing place’ where a deity enters the human world; for this reason, they are places for 
pilgrimage. An example is Varanasi where Ganga came to earth forming the river Ganges.

7 What is Kumbh
Mela?

A huge Hindu festival where ascetics bathe in sacred river to remove karma; it takes place 
every three years. Many Hindus go on pilgrimage to Kumbh Mela to bathe in the rivers, see 
an ascetic and receive their blessing.

8 What is Diwali? The festival of lights, celebrated by nearly all Hindus who light lamps and candles. It has 
many different meanings to different Hindus e.g. to welcome Lakshmi into their homes or 
remember the story of Rama and Sita or Nachiketas.

9 What is 
Thaipusam?

A Shaiva festival to worship Murugan the god of war. 

10 What is kavadi? A burden carried during the Thaipusam festival to express devotion to Murugan.

11 What is Ratha 
Yatra?

A Vaishanava festival in Puri, involving a procession of murtis in chariots.

12 What is a Caste 
System?

A series of social classes that determine someone’s job and status in society. It includes 
brahmins (priests), Kshatriyas (warriors), vaishyas (traders and farmers), shudras (manual 
labourers/servants).

13 Who are the 
Untouchables/Da
lits?

People who are considered to be lower in status than the lowest caste. Dalits means 
‘oppressed’ or ‘broken’. Ghandi called dalits ‘harijans’ meaning ‘children of God’.

14 What is ahimsa? Literally ‘non harming’ or ‘non violence’; a Hindu teaching that encourages peaceful 
resolution of conflict and kindness towards other living creatures.

15What is the 
pantheism?

The belief that God is in everything.

16 What is sati? When a woman throws herself on to her husband’s funeral pyre.

17What does dharti 
mean?

She who holds everything.' - a way of referring to the earth goddess. 

Deities

18Who is 
Ganga?

A goddess who hurled herself to earth and got caught in Shiva’s 
hair forming the river Ganges.

19Who is 
Purusha?

A mythical giant whose vast body was sacrificed by the gods to 
create human society according to the Rig Veda.

20Who is 
Jagannath
?

An important deity for many Hindus, believed to be a form of 
Vishnu

21Who is 
Murugan
?

A fierce God of War, a form of Shiva, worshipped by Shaivas at 
Thaipusam

22Who is 
Bhumi 
Devi?

‘Mother Earth’ – earth seen as a goddess. Also referred to as 
‘dharti’ meaning ‘she who holds everything’.

People

23Who is 
Mohandas 
Gandhi?

The most famous Hindu of the 20th centry who campaigned for 
non-violence and equal treatment of Dalits. He is often called 
‘Mahatma’ Gandhi meaning ‘great soul’.

Hinduism 2



Year 7 French – Module 2: School

Subjects Time

1 How do you say ‘’French’? Le français 1 How do you say ‘’what time is it‘’? Quelle heure est-il?

2 How do you say ‘’Drama’? Le théâtre 2 How do you say ‘’it’s…‘’? Il est…

3 How do you say ‘’Geography‘’? La géographie / la géo 3 How do you say ‘’it’s one o’clock‘’? Il est une heure

4 How do you say ‘’Music‘’? La musique 4 How do you say ‘’it’s eight o’clock‘’? Il est huit heures

5 How do you say ‘’ Technology’? La tecnologie 5 How do you say ‘’it’s ten past eight‘’? Huit heures dix

6 How do you say ‘’English‘’? L’anglais 6 How do you say ‘’quarter past eight‘’? Huit heures et quart

7 How do you say ‘’my Maths teacher…’’? Le / la prof de maths 7 How do you say ‘’half past eight‘’? Huit heures et demie

8 How do you say ‘’my Science teacher…‘’? Le / la prof de sciences 8 How do you say ‘’quarter to nine’? Neuf heures moins le quart

Justifications School day

1 How do you say ‘’do you like French‘’? Tu aimes le français? 1 How do you say ‘’ on Mondays‘’? Le lundi

2 How do you say ‘’I like…‘’? J’aime… 2 How do you say ‘’on Tuesdays’’? Le mardi

3 How do you say ‘’I really like…‘’? J’aime beaucoup… 3 How do you say ‘’we have lessons (on 
Wednesdays)‘’?

On a cours (le mercredi)

4 How do you say ‘’I love…‘’? J’adore 4 How do you say ‘’in the morning‘’? Le matin

5 How do you say ‘’I hate’’? Je déteste  5 How do you say ‘’in the afternoon‘’? L’apres-midi

6 How do you say ‘’it’s my favourite subject’? C’est ma matière préférée 6 How do you say ‘’breaktime’? La recréation / le récré

7 How do you say ‘’me too‘’? Moi aussi 7 How do you say ‘’lunchtime‘’? Le déjeuner

8 How do you say ‘’it is easy‘’? Facile 8 How do you say ‘’we study six subjects‘’? On étudie six matières

9 How do you say ‘’it is dificult‘’? Dificile 9 How do you say ‘’we start lessons at ten past
nine‘’?

On commence les cours à neuf 
heures dix

10 How do you say ‘’we have a lot of homework‘’? On a beaucoup de devoirs 10 How do you say ‘’we finish lessons at twenty
past three‘’?

On finit les cours à trois heures vingt 

11 How do you say ‘’the teacher is nice‘’? Le / la prof est sympa 11 How do you say ‘’we eat in the canteen‘’? On mange à la cantine

12 How do you say ‘’the teacher is too strict‘’? Le / la prof est trop sévère 12 How do you say ‘’I eat a sandwich‘’? I eat a sandwich
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